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Show and tell
What have you heard in the past couple of weeks?



Structural ambiguity
from Carnie 2013: 109-110



An ambiguous 
sentence

(1) I bought the parrot in the store.[parrot [PP in the store]]



Two readings

(1) I bought the parrot in the store.
a. In the store, I bought the parrot.

I [bought [NP the parrot] [PP in the store]]

b. I bought the parrot that is/was in the store.
I bought the [parrot [PP in the store]]



Verbal 
modification

(1) I bought the parrot in the store.
a. In the store, I bought the parrot.

I [bought [the parrot] [in the store]]

b. I bought the parrot that is/was in the store.
I bought [the parrot [in the store]]



Nominal 
modification

(1) I bought the parrot in the store.
a. In the store, I bought the parrot.

I [bought [the parrot] [in the store]]

b. I bought the parrot that is/was in the store.
I bought [the parrot [in the store]]



An ambiguous 
sentence

(2) John said Mary went to the store quickly.



Two readings

(2) John said Mary went to the store quickly.
a. John said quickly that Mary went to the store.

John [said [CP Mary went to the store] [AdvP quickly]]

b. John said it was quickly that Mary went to the store.
John said Mary [went [PP to the store] [AdvP quickly]]



High construal

(2) John said Mary went to the store quickly.
a. John said quickly that Mary went to the store.

John [said [Mary went to the store] quickly]

b. John said it was quickly that Mary went to the store.
John said Mary [went [PP to the store] [AdvP quickly]]



Low construal

(2) John said Mary went to the store quickly.
a. John said quickly that Mary went to the store.

John [said [Mary went to the store] quickly]

b. John said it was quickly that Mary went to the store.
John said Mary [went [to the store] quickly]



An ambiguous 
sentence

(3) I discovered an old English poem.



Two readings

(3) I discovered an old English poem.
a. I discovered an old poem written in English.

I discovered an [old [English poem]]

b. I discovered a poem written in Old English.
I discovered an [[Old English] poem]



Nominal 
modification

(3) I discovered an old English poem.
a. I discovered an old poem written in English.

I discovered an [old English poem]

b. I discovered a poem written in Old English.
I discovered an [[Old English] poem]



Modification 
of a nominal 
modifier

(3) I discovered an old English poem.
a. I discovered an old poem written in English.

I discovered an [old English poem]

b. I discovered a poem written in Old English.
I discovered an [Old English] poem



An ambiguous 
headline

(4) Two sisters reunited after 18 years at checkout counter [at 
checkout counter]]



Two readings

(4) Two sisters reunited after 18 years at checkout counter
a. At checkout counter, two sisters reunited after 18 years

Two sisters [reunited [after 18 years] [at checkout counter]]

b. Two sisters reunited after 18 years spent at checkout counter
Two sisters reunited after [18 years [at checkout counter]]



Verbal 
modification

(4) Two sisters reunited after 18 years at checkout counter
a. At checkout counter, two sisters reunited after 18 years

Two sisters [reunited [after 18 years] [at checkout counter]]

b. Two sisters reunited after 18 years spent at checkout counter
Two sisters reunited after [18 years [at checkout counter]]



Nominal 
modification

(4) Two sisters reunited after 18 years at checkout counter
a. At checkout counter, two sisters reunited after 18 years

Two sisters [reunited [after 18 years] [at checkout counter]]

b. Two sisters reunited after 18 years spent at checkout counter
Two sisters reunited after [18 years [at checkout counter]]



An ambiguous 
headline

(5) Enraged cow injures farmer with axer [with ax]]



Two readings

(5) Enraged cow injures farmer with ax
a. Farmer with ax injured by enraged cow

Enraged cow injures [farmer [with ax]]

b. Wielding ax, enraged cow injures farmer
Enraged cow [injures farmer [with ax]]



Nominal 
modification

(5) Enraged cow injures farmer with ax
a. Farmer with ax injured by enraged cow

Enraged cow injures [farmer [with ax]]

b. Wielding ax, enraged cow injures farmer
Enraged cow [injures farmer [with ax]]



Verbal 
modification

(5) Enraged cow injures farmer with ax
a. Farmer with ax injured by enraged cow

Enraged cow injures [farmer [with ax]]

b. Wielding ax, enraged cow injures farmer
Enraged cow [injures farmer [with ax]]



Constituency tests
from Radford 1981: 73-74



Two similar 
sentences

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

(7) The girl brought in the chair.



Is [the boy]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
[He] sat in the chair. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the boy] who sat in the chair. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The boy] was who sat in the chair. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Who] sat in the chair? PASS

c. Coordination
[The boy] and [his dog] sat in the chair. PASS



Is [the boy]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
[He] sat in the chair. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the boy] who sat in the chair. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The boy] was who sat in the chair. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Who] sat in the chair? PASS

c. Coordination
[The boy] and [his dog] sat in the chair. PASS



Is [the boy]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
[He] sat in the chair. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the boy] who sat in the chair. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The boy] was who sat in the chair. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Who] sat in the chair? PASS

c. Coordination
[The boy] and [his dog] sat in the chair. PASS



Is [the boy]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
[He] sat in the chair. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the boy] who sat in the chair. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The boy] was who sat in the chair. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Who] sat in the chair? PASS

c. Coordination
[The boy] and [his dog] sat in the chair. PASS



Is [the boy]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
[He] sat in the chair. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the boy] who sat in the chair. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The boy] was who sat in the chair. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Who] sat in the chair? PASS

c. Coordination
[The boy] and [his dog] sat in the chair. PASS



Is [the boy]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
[He] sat in the chair. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the boy] who sat in the chair. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The boy] was who sat in the chair. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Who] sat in the chair? PASS

c. Coordination
[The boy] and [his dog] sat in the chair. PASS



Is [the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat in [it]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the chair] that the boy sat in. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The chair] was what the boy sat in. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[What] did the boy sit in? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat in [the chair] and [the hammock]. PASS



Is [the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat in [it]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the chair] that the boy sat in. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The chair] was what the boy sat in. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[What] did the boy sit in? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat in [the chair] and [the hammock]. PASS



Is [the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat in [it]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the chair] that the boy sat in. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The chair] was what the boy sat in. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[What] did the boy sit in? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat in [the chair] and [the hammock]. PASS



Is [the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat in [it]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the chair] that the boy sat in. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The chair] was what the boy sat in. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[What] did the boy sit in? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat in [the chair] and [the hammock]. PASS



Is [the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat in [it]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the chair] that the boy sat in. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The chair] was what the boy sat in. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[What] did the boy sit in? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat in [the chair] and [the hammock]. PASS



Is [the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat in [it]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [the chair] that the boy sat in. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[The chair] was what the boy sat in. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[What] did the boy sit in? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat in [the chair] and [the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat [there]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [in the chair] that the boy sat. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[In the chair] was where the boy sat. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Where] did the boy sit? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat [there]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [in the chair] that the boy sat. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[In the chair] was where the boy sat. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Where] did the boy sit? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat [there]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [in the chair] that the boy sat. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[In the chair] was where the boy sat. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Where] did the boy sit? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat [there]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [in the chair] that the boy sat. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[In the chair] was where the boy sat. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Where] did the boy sit? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat [there]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [in the chair] that the boy sat. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[In the chair] was where the boy sat. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Where] did the boy sit? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(6) The boy sat in the chair.

a. Replacement
The boy sat [there]. PASS

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
It was [in the chair] that the boy sat. PASS

ii. Pseudocleft
[In the chair] was where the boy sat. PASS

iii. Wh-question
[Where] did the boy sit? PASS

c. Coordination
The boy sat [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. PASS



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(7) The girl brought in the chair.

a. Replacement
*The girl brought [there]. FAIL

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
*It was [in the chair] that the girl brought. FAIL

ii. Pseudocleft
*[In the chair] was where the girl brought. FAIL

iii. Wh-question
*[Where] did the girl bring? FAIL

c. Coordination
*The girl brought [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. FAIL



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(7) The girl brought in the chair.

a. Replacement
*The girl brought [there]. FAIL

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
*It was [in the chair] that the girl brought. FAIL

ii. Pseudocleft
*[In the chair] was where the girl brought. FAIL

iii. Wh-question
*[Where] did the girl bring? FAIL

c. Coordination
*The girl brought [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. FAIL



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(7) The girl brought in the chair.

a. Replacement
*The girl brought [there]. FAIL

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
*It was [in the chair] that the girl brought. FAIL

ii. Pseudocleft
*[In the chair] was where the girl brought. FAIL

iii. Wh-question
*[Where] did the girl bring? FAIL

c. Coordination
*The girl brought [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. FAIL



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(7) The girl brought in the chair.

a. Replacement
*The girl brought [there]. FAIL

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
*It was [in the chair] that the girl brought. FAIL

ii. Pseudocleft
*[In the chair] was where the girl brought. FAIL

iii. Wh-question
*[Where] did the girl bring? FAIL

c. Coordination
*The girl brought [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. FAIL



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(7) The girl brought in the chair.

a. Replacement
*The girl brought [there]. FAIL

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
*It was [in the chair] that the girl brought. FAIL

ii. Pseudocleft
*[In the chair] was where the girl brought. FAIL

iii. Wh-question
*[Where] did the girl bring? FAIL

c. Coordination
*The girl brought [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. FAIL



Is [in the chair]
a constituent?

(7) The girl brought in the chair.

a. Replacement
*The girl brought [there]. FAIL

b. Movement

i. It-cleft
*It was [in the chair] that the girl brought. FAIL

ii. Pseudocleft
*[In the chair] was where the girl brought. FAIL

iii. Wh-question
*[Where] did the girl bring? FAIL

c. Coordination
*The girl brought [in the chair] and [in the hammock]. FAIL



Drawing 
conclusions

 In (6), [in the chair] can be replaced by the pro-form there, as 
illustrated by (6a). The sentences in (6b) show that [in the chair] 
can be moved from its base position, and (6c) demonstrates that 
[in the chair] may be coordinated with a similar phrase. Because it 
passes replacement, movement, and coordination constituency 
tests, [in the chair] in (6) is clearly a constituent.

 On the other hand, [in the chair] in (7) fails replacement, 
movement, and coordination constituency tests, as shown in (7a), 
(7b), and (7c), respectively, suggesting that it is not a constituent.



Particle verbs

 No [P NP] constituent
 *brought [in the chair]

 Shifting
 Particle can shift around “light” objects

(7) a. The girl brought in [the chair].

b. The girl brought [the chair] in.

 Particle must shift around pronominal objects

(7′) a. *The girl brought in [it].

b. The girl brought [it] in.

 Particle cannot shift around “heavy” objects

(7″) a. The girl brought in [the chair with the extremely tacky slipcover 
I had tried in vain to remove].

b. *The girl brought [the chair with the extremely tacky slipcover I 
had tried in vain to remove] in.



V + PP

 [P NP] constituent
 sat [in the chair]

 Shifting
 Preposition cannot shift around “light” objects

(6) a. The boy sat in [the chair].

b. *The boy sat [the chair] in.

 Preposition cannot shift around pronominal objects

(6′) a. The boy sat in [it].

b. *The boy sat [it] in.

 Preposition cannot shift around “heavy” objects

(6″) a. The boy sat in [the chair with the extremely tacky slipcover 
I had tried in vain to remove].

b. *The boy sat [the chair with the extremely tacky slipcover I 
had tried in vain to remove] in.



Questions
Don’t hesitate to ask!


